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memory, put into operation the rule of "payment by results,"
the results paid for being passes at an annual examination in
the "three r's." The tyranny of reading and writing and figur-
ing was now complete. Education was officially identified with
poring over books and papers; at least that was thought the
only education worth paying for, and naturally it soon became
the only education that seemed worth giving. Geography and
nature-study, even the sort derived from books, were soon
abandoned. The three r's assumed the position of ends, instead
of means to an end. As one of the older inspectors said, the
children were trained like pointers, to bark at print.
Later on, when these effects were apparent to the most
obtuse of officials, the teaching of certain specified subjects
besides the three r's became recognized and paid for. There
was a gradual return to a fuller programme, always, however,
in strict connection with the payment of so much grant for so
much attempted by way of teaching, and tested by way of
examination; and always, it may be added, in strict connection
with the printed page. The evidence of a person who was a
child in a passably good elementary school in the 1870's is
instructive. He could trace satisfactorily, with accompanying
sketch-maps, the courses of the Ganges and the Mississippi, but
not of the beautiful little river that flowed past the school. He
read about the incursions of the Danes, the Elizabethan sea-
dogs, and the career and the end of Charles I, but he was never
even told that the Danes destroyed the abbey of which ruins
still remained near the school, that Drake was born only a
mile away, and that one of the famous Five Members was
member for the ancient borough in which he lived. The school
"readers" supplied him with information about palms and
crocodiles, but he was not taught even the names of the trees
and shrubs that grew in the school grounds. He could perform
paper calculations involving apothecaries' weight, or wine
measure, with no emotion save joy at getting the right answer,
or fear at getting the wrong one. In short, his schooling
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